**Waterfall Trail**
This is an easy hike and perfect for the whole family. Three different trail heads allow you to select the distance you which to hike.

- From Ranger Station 1.5 Miles - One Way
- From Middle Parking Lot 1 Mile - One Way
- From Nature Center ÷₂ Mile - One Way

**Historic Ben Overturff Trail**
Park in the lower lot and hike Sawpit Canyon road to trail head. Allow 3-5 hours to complete this 7 mile hike which increases 2,000 feet in elevation. The Ben Overturff Trail is named for a historic Monrovian who made these canyons and Deer Park a popular recreation area in the early 1900’s. The reconstructed trail follows the original path as much as possible through Sawpit, Sycamore and Twin Springs canyons. It winds through approximately 3.5 miles of some of the most beautiful and undisturbed wilderness left in the San Gabriel Mountains. The lodge was a popular weekend get-away for city dwellers from about 1911 to 1945, until Mr. Overturf had to abandon it due to his declining health. The cabin was demolished by the U.S. Forest Service in the 1970s to end unauthorized use. Public access to the remaining foundation and artifacts has been extremely limited.